
KING OF EUROPE RC SERIES

Regulation

CARS:

1- CHASSIS: Must be drift car (which in real life is driven by car driving license), powered by one 
electric engine. 
M-Chassis are not allowed.
Maximum weight allowed for RWD chassis complete (chassis+body+battery) is 1850g, AWD 
chassis haven't weight restrictions.
Gyro usage is only allowed in RWD – driver can use it with steering correction.

2- BATTERY: must be 2 cells LiPo/LiFe or 6 cells Nimh/Nicd. 
Battery mount must be serious good mounted and between the wheels (front and rear).

3- TIRES: for RWD the front tires are free of choice, rear are a KoE decision, for AWD all tires    
are a KoE decision.
The tires should not be adjusted in a way that will change the grip (exept wear).
Wheels size allowed are 26mm wide and 52mm high, and must be NOT total black or total dark 
colour.

4- ENGINE: engine allowed are 540 size, 10,5T brushless sensored, 13T brushless sensorless, more
than 13T brushless sensored or sensorless and 19T brushed.

5- BODIES: bodies must be 1:10 bodies and like a real car, theme in drifting style.
May be racing or street version. Lights are allowed. May have wing/spoiler. Windows must be 
trasparent (coloured, wrapped is ok but still trasparent).
Each body will receive competition stickers, 1 window banner must be on upper site of the front 
window, and 2 side shield that must be on both front doors.

6- Smoke machines and Sound machines are NOT allowed on competition track.

DRIVERS:

1- After the start of qualifyingthe drivers must use only one chassis each classes for competition, it 
is not allowed change chassis during the competition.

2- The drivers that can't take part of qualification (like in 2 days event, so saturday qualification and
sunday twin battles) can take part of twin battles, but they will start from the end of the ranking, 
without qualification.

3- Each participant has the duty to act responsibly!!!

JUDGING:

1- Judges can take part of practice sessions, but they are not allowed to compete.

2- TECHNICAL INSPECTION: Cars must pass all the requirements, otherwise the driver have 
time untill 5 minutes before start qualifying to make the adjustment. If driver can't adjust the car to 



enter the requirements he can NOT take part of competition.

3- PROBLEMS: If a driver have some kind of problem he have 5 minutes to repair, after this time 
he will have 0 points if is in qualification run or lose the battle if is in finals.

4- QUALIFYING: The judges will explain the ideal line at the drivers breafing. Each driver have 3 
runs, all 3 are judged, the worse will be deleted, the best two will be added together. The maximum 
score will be 110 points per run, so 220 points.
Points are divided:
from 0 to 35 points for the zones
from 0 to 65 points for overall
from 0 to 10 points for style

To get the zone points the car must pass the zone from start to end.

Overall- all drivers start with 65 points for each run. The driver will have points reduction for:
– every steering  correction (even if it comes with “too much” gyro on RWD)
– every body correction
– little touch to the wall
– not drift on ideal line
– not enough speed
– not enough or too much angle
– very short no drift

The driver will have 0 points if:
– car spin
– out of track
– crash
– no drift
– hit one wheel on the kurbs
– driver is not on time for the qualification

5- TWIN BATTLES: The leader must do the ideal line like qualification, chaser must copy the 
leader as close as possible. If the leader cut the line or goes out of ideal line will have a 
disadvantage. If the chaser is far to the leader is better do the ideal line, if the chaser goes out of 
ideal line or cut to close the gap will have a disadvantage.
If the chaser have the skills to copy a wrong leader line (if he is close) will have more advantage.
The chaser must leave space to the leader to make transitions.

Overtaking is not allowed, exept when leader crash or goes really far of ideal line and it is 
impossible to chase.

If the score after 2 runs will be the same, the jury will call an OMT (One More Time), jury can call 
how many OMT will need. An OMT will always contain 2 runs.

Because someone needs to be a “loser” in battle....he will get a Loser position in group for losers, 
where he battles to next loser. After losing again, he get a final position on ranking board. 
Everybody needs to lose twice to be eliminated. If one lost against higher positioned driver, gets 
higher overall position!

6- ARBITRATION: Any Jury decision is final and binding. One can ask for explanation, but not 



without respect. Blaming the Jury in public will lead to disqualification. 

BEST BODY COMPETITION: (when there it is)

Judges will choose 3 best bodies, after a judge will ask driver by driver to give 1,2 and 3 points to 
these bodies like a ranking. The body with more points will take the win.

SPECIAL AWARD: (when there it is)

Judges will choose a skill competition like: Drift Parking, Time Attack, Gymkhana, Drift skills or 
something else.
Rules will be explained at the event.

Some rules are from D1:10 World Championship RC Drift


